From the might of the major rail companies and their empires to the romance of rail travel, this is the full and fabulously colorful story of the industry that moved a nation—and stirs our imaginations to this day. Preview Now. Preview saved. Books related to Railroads Across North America: An Illustrated History. Skip this list. eBooks. More by Claude Wiatrowski. Skip this list. Ratings and Book Reviews. (0 0 star ratings 0 reviews.) Overall rating. This richly illustrated encyclopedia of classic and contemporary American railroads features concise histories of 101 U.S. and Canadian railroads past and present. Over 400 stunning images include period and modern photography in both color and black and white, evocative print ads, and system maps. Author Brian Solomon, an accomplished railway photographer, has written more than 50 railroad-related book titles. Here, he shares his deep knowledge of the history, geography, and beauty of railroads in detailed captions accompanying each of his photographs. Each railroad profile is completed by an Illustrated History of No has been added to your Cart. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Share. This book is a must for every historians' book shelf because it is truly history. The railroad opened the American West to a population explosion from coast to coast which later saw a mass migration in cultures as well as products just to keep up with an ever growing demand. Fortunes were amassed and famous American families amassed wealth that placed America at the apex of a newly developing world economy. And the world slowly joined in and connected people to points they had only dreamed of prior to this transportation. Paris to Calcutta is equivalent to earth to mars in the 21st century.